
   

Nicobar Group Model of Success:  
China Nuclear Market Entry Planning for Major Engineering Consulting Firm 

The Customer  

CLIENT is a multi-national engineering consulting firm headquartered in Maryland, U.S.A. CLIENT’s key 
engineering services include fire protection engineering, probabilistic risk analysis, and a large variety of 
civil and mechanical engineering analyses and evaluations. About half of CLIENT’s revenue is derived from 
the power services industry, with nuclear comprising a large portion of that. With over 1000 employees 
worldwide, CLIENT is one of the largest and most well-respected firms in its industry niche. In 2016, CLIENT 
began evaluating the Chinese nuclear sector as a potential target for new market growth.  

The Objective 

As the largest growing nuclear power market in the world, China represented a major potential growth 
market for CLIENT. Although CLIENT was already performing work in the nuclear sectors of Japan, Korea 
and Taiwan, it had yet to do business in the Mainland Chinese nuclear power market. CLIENT planned to 
leverage their deep expertise to secure business from the worldwide nuclear power sector within China 
in the short-term, while simultaneously developing partnerships with Chinese companies that would lead 
to stable long-term revenue as Chinese utilities began to export their technology to new nuclear markets.  

The Challenge  

While CLIENT had a China office, this team did not perform work for the power sector, and so CLIENT had 
limited contacts within the Chinese nuclear industry, and little knowledge of the overall market 
environment for nuclear power services.  

CLIENT began its push in the Chinese nuclear sector 
similarly to how it had developed other international 
markets previously. CLIENT began their business 
development efforts by reaching out to contacts in the 
sector and attending Chinese nuclear trade shows with 
exhibition booths and event sponsorships. CLIENT’s 
engineering and executive staff also traveled from the USA to engage with Chinese stakeholders. This 
approach quickly proved to be expensive and slow to yield results. After six months, CLIENT had expended 
considerable resources on China market development but had little progress to show for it, with no sales 
successes and a definite lack of clarity about future revenue.  

While attempts had been made to better utilize CLIENT’s in-country office personnel, it had become 
apparent that nuclear industry expertise and relationships would be crucial in order to carving out a 
market presence in China. With the prospects for market growth unclear, CLIENT’s executive stakeholders 
asked their USA-based China market development team to create a clear development strategy to justify 
continued investment of resources.  

Connecting to Nicobar 

CLIENT became aware of Nicobar Group at a China nuclear trade show and realized that Nicobar’s deep 
China nuclear sector experience and unique interdisciplinary skillset represented a valuable resource for. 
The need for a comprehensive market study and market entry plan prompted CLIENT to turn to Nicobar 
to lead the charge for those in-country initiatives. Nicobar come into the task with the full knowledge that 
CLIENT’s China team needed to see a clear vision of success on China and a blueprint for achieving it.  

…after half a year, CLIENT had 
expended considerable resources 
on market development but had 

little progress to show for it… 



   

Our Approach 

As an initial engagement, Nicobar examined the full suite of CLIENT’s service offerings for the nuclear 
power market and conducted a market receptivity analysis, narrowing down the targeted China market 
service areas to five main clusters of services. Based on that offering, Nicobar created an in-country 
deployment plan for CLIENT. This plan was split up over a two-year Stage 1 and a longer-term Stage 2 and 
instituted key project milestones and hold points. On the basis of Nicobar’s experience with China nuclear 
market entry, Nicobar advised CLIENT to base their market entry plan around capabilities-building for six 
areas of strategic importance: 

Nicobar established a set of near-, mid- and long-term performance goals along with tactical actions for 
each of these six strategic development clusters. This ensured that CLIENT would be able to meet its 
objectives in the China market in a thoughtful, measurable, and well-rounded manner and calibrate 
company leadership’s expectations for the project. CLIENT’s executive stakeholders would be able to 
quickly identify key activities being undertaken by the China team and gauge progress at any point 
throughout the engagement with Nicobar.  

Implementation  

After delivering the final market study report and market development strategic plan, the China market 
development effort was formally approved and Nicobar began assisting CLIENT with the in-country 
execution of the business plan. Accordingly, the project format shifted from market research and strategic 
consulting to ongoing sales and project management support. Nicobar took the lead in customer and 
pipeline management, negotiations for long-term partnerships, translation of marketing materials, and 
creation of sales processes to govern CLIENT’s path to success in China. As leads progressed, Nicobar also 
took on the roles of tender tracking, project scope refinement, and technical and commercial bid 
negotiation. Nicobar essentially integrated directly into CLIENT’s local market development team.  

Results 

After 17 months of engaging with Nicobar Group on 
China market development, CLIENT has secured over 
USD $450,000 in project tenders in the China nuclear 
services sector and is tracking another $1.5 million of 
opportunities in the medium-term pipeline. In addition, 
with Nicobar facilitating discussions, CLIENT has been 

able to reduce the scope and tender negotiation phase by months and minimize the number of China trips 
needed to convert leads, saving CLIENT time, cost, and oversight efforts. In essence, Nicobar’s support 
has allowed the CLIENT to project their presence into China nuclear, virtually gaining the efforts and 
expertise of an experienced, internationally savvy and strategically-minded BD team without committing 
to any local personnel or infrastructure investments.  

 

$450,000 of New Contracts 

$1.5M of Pipeline Opportunities 

1. Sales Channel and Pipeline Development 
2. Long-Term Partnerships  
3. Contact and Relationship Network Development 
4. Marketing and Brand Localization 
5. China Team and Long-term Entity Creation 
6. China Working Processes and Procedures Creation 

 


